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Begin communication

« People of Earth, BEWARE! Your screens are 

about to be taken over by an unstoppable 

flow of « Drive-in Movie Channel » 

waves. A global onslaught that will forever 

change the way you puny Humans watch TV. 

Brought to life by some of the most deranged 

minds in the universe, this flow was designed 

for a single purpose: to entertain you.

Brace yourselves, for the 

« Drive-in Movie Channel » will 

electrify you like no other channel ever has, 

with non-stop, 24/7 access to a massive 

collection of films, series and programs of all 

shapes and sizes. Just picture it: Santa Claus 

fleeing from a pack of Martians, tumbling 

down a stairwell on the Potemkin in a pram, 

under the unflinching gaze of a tap-dancing 

cowboy... How’s that for madness?

Well, that is nothing compared to what the 

creators of this channel intend to inflict on 

you. You will be asked to summon all your 

senses. Better still, you might even want to 

share them with your family and friends. This 

could very well mark the end of society as 

we know it.

This is our final warning, designed to prepare 

you for what is to come. Now is the time you 

arm yourselves with the three only weapons 

that might help you survive this scourge: a 

comfy sofa, a bucket of popcorn, and a barrel 

of cool drink. We have done what we could 

to help you, now you are on your own. You 

alone know what to do... »

End communication
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It is a fact that huge areas of the world of movies are 

never shown on TV.

With the development of digital TV and cable/satellite 

channels, viewers could have expected to finally have 

access to a truly varied offer of films. Well, guess again! 

It seemed like a huge section of the movie world was 

to remain hidden away and only a chosen few would 

be granted the ultimate privilege of being shown on 

traditional movie channels.

Fortunately, this is where the « Drive-in Movie 

Channel » steps in, broadening its spectrum of films to reach 

places hitherto untouched by television and shattering taboos.

It is time to do away with the notion that a movie channel 

showing catalogue films is nothing more than a museum for 

outdated, old fashioned film enthusiasts. Movies are life. 

Eternal life maybe, but life all the same.

The « Drive-in Movie Channel » offers to recreate 

the magic that marked the glory days of the movies by 

offering viewers a new perspective, sometimes quirky, 

occasionally over the top, often irreverential but never 

disrespectful. A channel with a rich, varied and dynamic 

editorial policy. A truly groundbreaking concept offering 

unbridled entertainment for the whole family. An 

amazing, hypnotic experience. In a word, unique.

A Machiavellian plan of attack
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With the « Drive-in Movie Channel », 

Mankind will finally have access to a goldmine 

containing some of the founding myths in movie 

history.

From the experimental cinema of the 70s to the 

stars of the silent era (Rudolph Valentino, Mary 

Pickford, Lon Chaney, Douglas Fairbanks…), 

legends of American comedy (Buster Keaton, Bob 

Hope, Laurel and Hardy…) or great Hollywood 

drama, the « Drive-in Movie Channel » will 

allow viewers to discover some of the people who 

helped shape the history of the movie industry, 

and who have long disappeared from TV screens.

A rich offer of great, great films !

Great classics by Roger Corman, 50’s and 60’s 

science-fiction, 70’s horror flicks… Every week the 

« Drive-in Movie Channel » offers thematic 

programs centered on cult films.

Zombies, UFOs, monsters, lost worlds, big beasties, mad 

scientists…

Thanks to the « Drive-in Movie Channel », 

viewers of all ages can laugh and shiver while watching 

some of the quirkiest productions the movie world has 

to offer, and that have influenced so many of today’s 

leading directors. What film did Jack Nicholson first 

appear in? Do you know what Francis Ford Coppola’s 

first film was? What is Tim Burton’s favorite film? The 

suspense is killing me...

The cream of B movies ! 
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With the « Drive-in Movie Channel », dive 

in to the wonderful world of cartoons.

Between the great classics by the Fleischer 

brothers and by Winsor McCay, let yourself be 

dazzled by the adventures of Gulliver and of 

Superman.

You will also be swept off your feet by the must-

sees of the adventure genre.

Westerns, the adventures of Tarzan, the galactic 

tribulations of Flash Gordon, a whole universe to 

be explored by the whole family.

And if it’s music you want, our great musicals will 

make you dance up and down your walls.

Great entertainment for all the family!

It is also nail biting thrillers, including a host of 

jewels never shown in France yet.

Legendary directors (Frank Capra, Hitchcock, 

Fritz Lang…), cult actors (Marlon Brando, John 

Wayne…).

TV series that marked the golden age of television. 

Viewers will be able to discover entire Serials 

shown on TV for the first time: Dick Tracy, Fu-

Manchu, Zorro, Flash Gordon,…. all the most 

influential heroes of pop culture will be there for 

everyone to enjoy. Myths from literature, great 

characters that have become cult heroes! Follow 

the adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Tarzan, Count 

Zaroff,… !

Tremble for the great heroes of the Wild West, 

like Billy The Kid, Jesse James, Daniel Boone...

Relive the 50’s and the 60’s with vintage adverts, 

talk shows, sketches, and the great sports 

moments from that period!

And for the big boy in you, the « Drive-in 

Movie Channel » will take care of late nights 

with previously unseen Sexploitation films (mildly 

saucy productions) and Women in Prison films!

it’s more !
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It is also nail biting thrillers, including a host of 

jewels never shown in France yet.

Legendary directors (Frank Capra, Hitchcock, 

Fritz Lang…), cult actors (Marlon Brando, John 

Wayne…).

TV series that marked the golden age of television. 

Viewers will be able to discover entire Serials 

shown on TV for the first time: Dick Tracy, Fu-

Manchu, Zorro, Flash Gordon,…. all the most 

influential heroes of pop culture will be there for 

everyone to enjoy. Myths from literature, great 

characters that have become cult heroes! Follow 

the adventures of Sherlock Holmes, Tarzan, Count 

Zaroff,… !

Tremble for the great heroes of the Wild West, 

like Billy The Kid, Jesse James, Daniel Boone...

it’s ever so much more!
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SCHEDULE MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
7:00 AM Animation Serial
7:30 AM Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical Hollywood Serial Animation

8:00 AM
8:30 AM Action! Strange!
9:00 AM
9:30 AM Action! Strange! Western Nuit Noir Anthology

10:00 AM
10:30 AM Musical Hollywood
11:00 AM
11:30 AM Musical Hollywood Action! Strange! Western
12:00 PM
12:30 PM Nuit Noir Anthology
1:00 PM Serial Serial Serial Serial Serial

1:30 PM
2:00 PM Strange! Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical
2:30 PM Hollywood Action!
3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM Anthology Nuit Noir Musical Hollywood Action!
4:30 PM Strange! Western
5:00 PM
5:30 PM Animation Animation Animation Animation Animation

6:00 PM
6:30 PM Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical Hollywood Action! Strange!
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
8:15 PM Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag
8:45 PM
9:00 PM Anthology Musical Hollywood Action! Strange! Western Nuit Noir
9:30 PM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

10:00 PM
10:30 PM
11:00 PM Hollywood Action! Strange! Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical
11:30 PM
12:00 AM
12:30 AM
1:00 AM Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical Hollywood Action! Strange!
1:30 AM
2:00 AM
2:30 AM
3:00 AM Anthology Musical Hollywood Action! Strange! Western Nuit Noir
3:30 AM
4:00 AM
4:30 AM
5:00 AM Hollywood Action! Strange! Western Nuit Noir Anthology Musical
5:30 AM
6:00 AM
6:30 AM Animation Animation Animation Animation Animation Time Travel Mag Time Travel Mag
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